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Uisce Éireann is Ireland’s national utility
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Our Purpose 
We rise to the 
challenge of 
delivering 
transformative water 
services that enable 
communities to thrive

Our Vision
A sustainable Ireland 
where water is respected 
and protected, for the 
planet and all the lives it 
supports



We’ve made significant progress

Uisce Éireann is a key enabler for Ireland’s social and economic development.
We are investing €5.35BN between 2020 and 2024 in 200 infrastructure projects.
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Policy informs a strategic long-term approach

Water Services Policy Statement Water Services Strategic Plan National Plans and Programmes

EU Directives & 
National Legislative 
Drivers

- Drinking Water 
Directive

- UWWTD and recast

- WFD



Leading transformation in an uncertain future 

2050 Vision - A Foresight Exercise 



25 year drinking water plan - wastewater plans will follow

ADAPTABLE SOLUTIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL FOCUS



ConstraintsAsset and Service Needs

Environmental 
Compliance

Manage 
Service Risk

Capacity for 
Growth

Reduce Energy 
& Carbon

Biodiversity

Drinking 
Water Quality

Leakage 
Reduction

Strategic Objectives

Aligning investment to policy and strategies

AIM

Achieve best mix of 
investments to meet 

objectives within 
constraints

Improve 
Quality of 

Waterbodies

Support 
housing 
delivery

Deliverability

Funding 
Availability

Statutory 
Approvals

Outputs & 
Outcomes

Inflation

Investment 
Plan

Leading Planning Delivering



Our priorities are evolving but our need is increasing
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Sustainability is key to success

Water is a precious and 
finite resource - we must 
take care of it

Sustainability is at the 
heart of what we do

We plan for future climate 
and population challenges



Nature based solutions avoid impact, benefits biodiversity

GrasscreteSUDs - Swale

Sludge Drying Reed Beds 

Stormwater wetlands

Integrated Constructed Wetlands Reedbeds Polishing Filter 



Doing our part to address the Biodiversity Emergency 
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Grassland Management Tree & Hedge Management No Herbicides or Pesticides

Delivery of Infrastructure No Net Loss Native Woodlands Planted



Collaboration is key to 
meet the challenges of 
the future
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